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Unknown Alone

With the collapse of the Soviet Union, Kyrgyzstan has become a Mecca for bold,
exploratory alpine rock climbing despite a security situation best described as
colourful. In this compelling account, Parnell describes his solo first ascent of The
Isolationist a 1300-metre route on Kotin (4509m) in the Ak-su Valley.

Six inches in front of my face is a borrowed watch. It's 4.15am. I've been
staring at the glowing dial for the last couple of hours. The glowing

hands tell me the alarm will go off in just under 15 minutes. No point
waiting any longer. Kitting up is hilariously simple. All of my clothes join
the 70 metres of 8mm and the krab of nuts in my day pack. I'm left with
just boots and gaiters; 200 yards from camp is the best river crossing and
there's no point in starting with soggy trousers. I streak away before the
others can rouse themselves for their routes, hoping not to bump into any
Taliban terrorists, rumoured to be converging on the area. An earlier practice
crossing had swept me 30 feet down the river; I lost a shoe and cut my feet
badly. This time I'm quickly on the other bank, getting dressed and
recovering my breath from the glacial flow.

I've been in Kyrgyzstan for six weeks now, until a few days ago together
with my climbing partner Mark 'Zippy' Pretty and our interpreter Baket.
Those weeks seem like a surreal blur of insane taxis, generous smiling faces,
corrupt officials, giardia, giggling kids, endless chai and creamy smetana.
In between all these adventures we have also been climbing. Six long new
routes, free and quick on perfect granite. Maybe it is because the cultural
experiences have been so strong, or the climbing so perfect or my partner
just too darn good, but I've felt a little underwhelmed by our new routes so
far. I'd psyched myself up so much for this trip that I feel I need something
a little extra to seal a perfect first expedition.

Unfortunately the lingering 'Ale-su Arse' took its toll on Zippy and, having
lost almost a stone in weight from an already slender nine and a half, he
decided to return early with a departing American team. As Zippy left,
John and Anne Arran arrived and with typical forcefulness quickly applied
themselves to a major challenge. Their route on the Wall of Dykes is highly
likely to become the hardest free climb in the valley. Sitting watching them
from my tent push higher each day I felt simultaneously alone and inspired.
If they could push themselves then why couldn't I?

The answer to this growing desire winked at me from across the valley
each morning when I woke. The west flank of the valley had a ridge of
three stunning peaks with sweeping granite walls between 1000 and 1300m
high. Of the three the distant Kotin seemed to offer the best chance of
adventure. Rumours of only one previous route at 5.9 deepened the mystery,
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while the North Ridge seemed to connect quite easily to a descent I knew
had been rapped before.

The downside was that regular afternoon storms had been building, the
last one catching me out exploring a neighbouring valley. I was left
hypothermic and the peaks coated in ice. Caught high up alone in that
would be ugly. But the really serious question marks were all internal. What
was I really doing here? Miles around the globe away from the people who
really cared about me about to risk it all on a solo of a 1300-metre rock
face. And behind it all, the fear that I was a fake; that I had the words but
not the action.

These doubts begin to rattle around my head as I stumble in the dark,
conserving my head torch batteries and still reeling from my early start. A
voice very like mine curses me, 'How can you call yourself an Alpinist
when you can't even walk properly?' And: 'You're moving way too slow;
you'll never climb the face in a day.' The voices are reaching a cacophony
of fear and recrimination. Their criticism cuts into my self-belief. I remember
reading about Steve House describing his solo new route Beauty is a Rare
Thing and how he'd never visualised his death before in the mountains. I
see myself fall a thousand times.

Despite the visions of mortality, at each turn-around point during the
two-hour approach I continue, reaching the base of the wall as dawn breaks
and the pale light begins picking out the beautiful spire of the Russian Tower,
the broad sweep of the Central Pyramid and the delicate quartz veins of
the Wall of Dykes. Memories of my recent adventures with Zippy bring
back some self-belief as my spirits rise with the gathering sunlight. Okay.
Time to have a little look.

A series of juggy corners warm me up as I start to pick my way from one
groove to another; to the left the granite falls away, its blankness only broken
by a frail cascade of morning run-off. At each move higher I begin to feel
that I am in the right place after all. The first test arrives 200ft up as I pause
beneath a roof blanking the corner line. A little probing, deep breaths, poor
jams but good smears and I'm out dangling on the arete. Out on the rock
the lessons learned on Gogarth, gritstone and Range West fJ.lter through
and I begin to relish the contact and commitment.

Another 200 feet of granite jams sink past before things rack up another
level. The crack has blanked out but the real worry is the seepage line that's
trickling down the left wall. An attempt at stemming, then smearing and
finally laybacking only intensifies my anxiety. Eventually I commit to a
shallow tips jam but the next holds are crap. The voice starts up again: '400
foot down you idiot.' Shut up, think positive! Right, time to improvise.
With my body squirming, suddenly I find a kneebar. Bliss. Jumping the
knee bar up the corner gets me past the slopers on to better jams and then
I'm off flowing again. It's certainly not going to be HVS any more.

Five hundred feet further on and I reach the end of the first steep section.
The climbing has been superb, swapping from crack system to face, from
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fist jam to chicken head; it's shaping up to be a great route. The middle
800ft is much easier and I have to pace myself as I gain altitude. Instinctively,
I seem to stop for a breather every 150ft or so as though I'm pitching it.
Above me is a dramatic sight; the headwall soars up in a series of cracks
and spires reminiscent of the Chamonix Aiguilles. I've been heading for a
central spur but it soon becomes plain that some of the gendarmes are
actually overhanging. Strangely, where earlier such a challenge would have
brought waves of doubt crashing through my psyche, I feel instead inspired
and compelled by the striking purity of the rock.

The face steepens further and I consider traversing in search of alternatives
but above me is a stunning crack, the sort of pitch that has queues beneath
it at Bosigran. I can't resist. The rope and rack are forgotten in the pack as
I begin to layback the initial finger crack. The shallow corner disappears so
feet join hands as the crack widens and then, as it begins to overhang,
opens up to perfect fist jams. I hang secure and feet soak up the exposure
beneath my feet. Its one of those immaculate cracks that only granite seems
to provide. (Okay. Maybe gritstone too, but not with 3000 feet of air beneath.)

Past this crux I'm locked in now. Utterly engaged, even the increasing
seepage lines aren't slowing me. Then I hit a sudden impasse. The next 60
feet offer a frightening prospect. A crack six to eight inches wide, too shallow
to arm or knee bar and dripping wet. The only choice is to layback the
edge. I don't leave myself long enough to think through the consequences
and gingerly test the friction. It seems to be working as I pad and shuffie
my way up. Maybe it just looks worse than it is but then the sharp edge
goes and the layback becomes rounded. I'm beginning to pump, my boots
oozing water, eyes wide searching for something quick. Then I spot it: a
couple of crystals out on the wall barely constitute a hold, but it's all there
is. At head height is a clump of moss, two more moves and if it holds I've
got a foothold. I watch my hand shake its way to the crystals and then stare
in horror as my legs try to follow flailing inside the runnel. I feel like a
drunken disco-dancer. Someone starts screaming 'You stupid f-ker!'
Standing on the still-intact sod I forgive him his language; he's only scared,
but I also know he's right.

As the ground eases I relax a little and become aware I've been climbing
non-stop for five hours. I need to rest but I can't seem to stop. False summits
appear again and again as I wearily slog upwards between the snow patches
and verglassed rock. And then the view into the adjacent Kara-su valley
opens up. My fears drain away as I lose myself in the sight of Asan Peak,
Usan and the awesome North Face of Pyramidalny filling with storm cloud.
It's l600m down but somehow I know I'll be okay. In those moments on
the summit the huge weight of doubt, fear and loss is lifted with the wind.
Questions blown away. Not just why I climb, but a search for authenticity
and identity, of who I am and what I can be. The irony of my isolation
contrasts with the gentle hallucinations of my friends and family that
surround me. I promise them I'll be back home soon.
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